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Abstract: Along with global climate change and the worldwide heat island phenomenon, developing
climatic methods and planning practices for the benefit of thermal comfort is of increasing interest.
Studies have focused on urban streets, studying the aspect ratio, the orientation, street vegetation
patterns, etc. and how they affect thermal comfort. While the role of vegetation is undeniable, this
paper asks the question whether the effects of a tree configuration does not vary under different street
configurations, and if yes, how to select tree species and determine their appropriate layout. Here,
an analytical framework is proposed to test the different tree configurations (changing one variable
at a time) with the least favorable street configuration. It is confirmed that the east–west oriented
streets are the least favorable cases and denser tree canopies are better for cooling. The interval
between the trees are observed to have an optimal effect when it is equal to the crown width at
maturity. Furthermore, the results show that the heat mitigation rate of a tree configuration is not
linearly improved by the Aspect Ratio (AR). In the case of Shantou city, the improvement of thermal
comfort slows down when the AR reaches 1.5 while Mangifera indica planted with 10 m intervals is
recommended among the common street-tree species. Other species could be used also, but should
meet the requirements of the canopy density and the interval of layout. The paper does not consider
other configuration options such as asymmetrical cases of street geometry and one-side or axial tree
planting, etc., but the framework allows for adding such options and simulating thermal comfort for
a greater number of scenarios.

Keywords: tree configuration; street configuration; heat mitigation; thermal comfort; summer

1. Introduction

Worldwide rapid urbanization and the corresponding shift from the natural environment to a
densely built-up environment has raised many issues, among which city-induced climate change,
especially the urban heat island phenomenon has stimulated much research interest [1]. High air
temperature more and more recorded in urban outdoor spaces affects human thermal comfort at
pedestrian level and public health [2,3]. Focusing on the climatic condition at the street level, it has
been well-established that a street orientation and its Aspect Ratio (AR) both influence the pedestrian
comfort [4–6]. The aspect ratio is defined as the ratio between the average height of the buildings
along a street canyon and the width of the street. The street canyon is considered uniform if its aspect
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ratio is approximately equal to 1, shallow if the aspect ratio is below 0.5 and deep if it equals 2 or
more [4]. Some authors refer to the combination of these two parameters (orientation and aspect ratio)
as the street configuration [7]. The effects of street configurations on human thermal comfort have
been studied by various scholars [6,8–10] resulting mostly in recommendations to consider through
the design process. Thermal comfort is achieved when the condition of mind expresses satisfaction
with the thermal environment [11]. Thermal comfort optimization is often mentioned by various
authors [12,13] as to signify the specific measures taken under difficult thermal conditions to improve
that condition of mind and get it as close as possible to total satisfaction for the average user.

In the cases of street configurations inducing intense heat stress during summer time, street tree
planting is one of the most frequent solutions recommended by various studies as a tool for optimizing
thermal comfort [8,14] and reducing health-related consequences of increased air temperatures [15,16].
According to numerous studies, by providing shade on the ground, trees modify the microclimate by
altering the solar radiation and terrestrial radiation [17], thus reducing the air temperature and
mitigating urban heat islands [18]. For instance, Abakri et al. [19] argued that urban trees by
protecting buildings from direct sunlight during summer reduce the air-conditioning demand and by
evapotranspiration reduce the air temperature. By using a simplified comfort evaluation elaborated
with the energy budget method, X. Picot [20] showed that the shading effect of trees can reduce the
radiation human bodies are exposed to and generate an energy budget very close to comfort (under
50 W/m2). The cooling effect of trees was confirmed also by comparing field measurements of two
typical urban buildings in Akure, Nigeria. Indoor–outdoor temperature differences show a peak of
5.4 ◦C for the un-shaded building, while it did not exceed 2.4 ◦C for the shaded building. An extensive
literature on thermal effects of urban greening is provided by E. Jamei et al. [21].

What tree configuration (type and layout) is necessary and adapted to which street configuration,
is a question that fewer studies have focused on. The effect of the tree density (dense and light-dense)
on the air temperature at street level has been studied when the trees are planted on north–south
and east–west orientated symmetrical streets, with AR = 1 and AR = 2 considering perpendicular
and parallel winds [22]; dense trees are shown to provide the lowest air temperature with AR = 2
and parallel winds. The effect of the tree configuration (alignment and orientation) on thermal
comfort around buildings has been studied also comparing three vegetation patterns (grass, shrub
and trees) [23]; the study showed that even though trees have a decreasing effect on wind speed,
they are more efficient at improving thermal comfort than grass and shrub. Shashua-Bar et al. [24,25]
based on in-situ measurements, investigated the tree canopy coverage along with four other variables
(traffic load, surface albedo, street deepening aspect and ventilation). They estimated the thermal
effect of each variable on air temperature in order to gauge their importance and relevance in affecting
microclimate for the purpose of designing effective passive cooling scenarios. E. Andreou [26] by
simulating case models examined the effects of street geometry, orientation, wind speed surface albedo
and trees on urban canyon microclimate. Each of the parameter values were examined differently.
In particular, 5 m large trees were considered in the case models and the study showed that they have
a much more considerable effect on east–west streets and the heat mitigation is more significant for the
side of the street facing south. Coutts et al. [27] also studied the effect of two contrasting tree canopy
density (high and low) in east–west oriented streets with two contrasting canyons form (deep and
shallow). The field measurements in summer and the thermal comfort estimations revealed that the
maximum daytime cooling reached 1.5 ◦C in the shallow canyon while the effect of the street trees
where masked by the shading effect of tall buildings. Many other studies likewise showed the role of
street trees on thermal comfort at pedestrian level; an extensive literature is provided in the works of
Jamei et al. [23] and Bowler et al. [28].

Even though the effects of street trees on improving thermal comfort at street level has been
studied by the above-mentioned works, either by comparing their effects with those of other urban
street variables or analyzing the effects of trees combined with some other variables, the effects of
the combination of tree configurations with street configurations were not examined systematically.
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The scenarios models did not fully consider all combinations of the targeted values of the variables to
analyze all possible thermal comfort outcomes. Even though more combinations are possible with
automatic algorithms developed for evaluating and simulating the improvement of outdoor comfort,
still, on the one hand, the effect of building geometry and human body location are analyzed without
tree as input variable [29] and on the other hand, tree location is analyzed on street and parking lots
without street configuration as variable [30]. Many of the works mentioned in the previous paragraph
showed at least that the effect of trees can vary in different cases of street orientation or aspect ratio.
If so, how to select the appropriate tree species and determine their appropriate layout to ensure an
optimal thermal comfort on a wide range of streets? For practical urban design purposes, this is the
main question that this paper is intended to answer by systematically creating scenarios and analyzing
their thermal comfort outputs.

In recent studies human thermal comfort indexes such as Predicted Mean Vote (PMV) and
Percentage Person Dissatisfied (PPD) [31], Physiologically Equivalent Temperature (PET) [32], modified
Psychologically Equivalent Temperature (mPET) [33], Standard Effective Temperature (SET) [34],
Universal Thermal Climate Index (UTCI) [35], etc., are widely used for assessing and predicting
outdoor thermal comfort. In this paper, two user-friendly and widely used energy balance models
(RayMan [36,37] and Envi-met [38]) will be used to estimate PMV and PET for various combinations
of street and tree configurations. In order to help select the proper tree species and optimize their
layout in respect of the street configuration, here will be introduced an analytic framework, applied
to Shantou city, China. First, the meteorological data of Shantou city will be studied in order to
appropriately select the simulation date and the corresponding weather data. Second, the analytical
framework, which comprises two main parts, will first investigate the existing street configurations
in the study area, then estimate the thermal comfort for different tree configurations in the worst
street configuration cases. Third, in a result analysis, the estimated thermal comfort for the different
scenarios will help examine the effects of the canopy density and the layout interval under different
aspect ratios. The optimal configurations options will be detected to provide a guideline for urban
street design.

2. Material and Methods

This section describes the methodology and its testing with “the small park” in Shantou city
(which will be briefly presented in the Section 2.1 through an overview of its geography and its
importance as thermal comfort is concerned). Here the methodology, briefly, consists of simulating
thermal comfort for defined street and tree configuration scenarios and analyzing the impacts of
each parameter on the overall thermal comfort output. To perform this task, this study adopts
RayMan and ENVI-met, two broadly and reliably used models for this kind of simulation. Basically,
the boundary conditions needed for the simulations with these two software models are: temperature,
relative humidity, wind speed (and wind direction for ENVI-met). The Section 2.2, shows the
analysis of the climatic data which will help select the simulation date and the necessary boundary
conditions. The thermal comfort estimation method is explained in the Section 2.3—an overview of the
physiological heat stress on the simulation date is also given. The whole framework for analyzing tree
and street configurations and their impacts on outdoor thermal comfort during summer time is fully
described in the Section 2.4, where the simulations’ process is divided into two main steps: first for
different combinations of street orientations and aspect ratios, second for different tree configurations
used under the worst street configuration scenario. The outputs should help, on the one hand,
understand how different tree parameters such as canopy density and layout behave in different
Orientation and Aspect Ratio cases, and on the other hand, detect the optimal configurations for
thermal comfort. For the purpose of testing the framework but also for effecting realistic outputs, all
the street orientations and aspect ratios and the tree models used for the simulations are derived from
the investigation of the study area.
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2.1. Study Area

Shantou is located in eastern Guangdong with latitude spanning 23◦02′33′′–23◦38′50′′ N and
longitude 116◦14′40′′–117◦19′35′′ E. The city is located at the mouths of the Han, Rong, and Lian Rivers.
Shantou is a prefecture-level city on the eastern coast of Guangdong, China, with a total population
of 5,504,600 and an administrative area of 2.199 km2 [39]. Shantou is a significant city in the Chinese
19th-century history as one of the treaty ports established for Western trade and contact. The city also
was one of the original special economic zones of China established in the 1980s.

Xiaogongyuan, “the small park”—which is the specific study area in this paper—is located in
the old urban center of Shantou (Figure 1). “Small Park” was the commercial center of the city; it is
the core landmark and the cultural symbol of the old urban area. Here, it is chosen as the study area
because of its touristic importance for Shantou city, as pedestrian outdoor comfort is an important
concern for touristic sites.

Figure 1. Study area (“the small park”, Shantou city) and streets’ classification by aspect ratio.

According to the Köppen climate classification [40,41], Shantou has a humid subtropical climate
with short, mild, warm winters, and long, hot, humid summers. Winter begins sunny and dry but
becomes progressively wetter and cloudier. Spring is generally overcast, while summer brings the
heaviest rains of the year though it is much sunnier; there are 8.2 days annually with 50 mm of rainfall.
Autumn is sunny and dry. The monthly 24-h average temperature ranges from 14.7 ◦C in January to
29.23 ◦C in July, and the annual mean is 21.53 ◦C. The annual rainfall is around 1618 mm, about 60%
of which occurs from May to August, with monthly percent possible sunshine ranging from 28% in
March to 58% in July and October, the city receives 1979 h of bright sunshine annually [42].

2.2. Data

Meteorological data used in this study, are collected from the China standard climate monitoring
station No 59316 located in Shantou city (23◦23′ N; 116◦41′ E; 2.3 m above sea level) [43]. First, daily
averages of air temperature, relative humidity, wind speed, and wind direction are collected for the
years 2008 to 2017 to identify the hottest summer conditions over the past ten years. For this purpose,
the monthly average temperatures were computed for four months (June to September). As shown
in Figure 2, even though the hottest month varies along the years, the hottest temperatures were
registered in July 2014 and July 2016 when the average temperatures were, respectively, 30.32 ◦C and
30.40 ◦C. The Figure 3 shows the daily average temperature of July 2016; the 8 July 2016 is identified as
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the hottest day of that month. Since the comfort optimization—which is the concern of this paper—will
be analyzed by simulating human comfort under different scenarios, the hourly weather data of the
8 July 2016 will be used to test the efficiency of each scenario. Second, the hourly averages of air
temperature, relative humidity, wind speed of the hottest day (summarized in Figure 4) are analyzed
in order to select the boundary conditions of the simulations.
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Figure 2. Monthly average temperature during summer (2008–2017).
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2.3. Thermal Comfort Evaluation

The energy balance of the human body is a modern method that enables to derive thermal indexes
and is able to describe and quantify the effects of the thermal environment on human beings [44,45].
To estimate the energy balance, various models were developed, which usually consider many
meteorological parameters, surface albedo and solid angle proportion [46–49]. There are a variety of
comfort indexes widely used for estimating human thermal comfort: PMV, PPD, PET, mPET, SET,
UTCI, etc. In recent studies, PMV and PET are widely used for assessing and predicting outdoor
thermal comfort. PMV and PET both include the mean radiant temperature (Tmrt), which is—especially
during sunny weathers—the most important input parameter for the energy balance [48]. In this
study, PET and PMV will be jointly used to predict human thermal comfort for the various scenarios.
Two models (RayMan and Envi-met) are chosen, for their user-friendliness and the fact that they are
reliably used by many recent studies to assess and predict human thermal comfort [50–53].

To have an overview of the thermal comfort provided by natural conditions on the 8th July 2016,
PET and PMV are estimated with RayMan Pro, using the above temperature, relative humidity and
wind speed data as input. Geographic data are set as provided by the monitoring station No 59316:
geographic longitude (116◦41′ E), geographic latitude (23◦23′ N), and altitude (2.3 m). Personal data are
set according to the “Standard Human” defined by the International Organization for Standardization
(ISO) 7730 [54]: height (1.75 m), weight (75 kg), age (35), and sex (male). The clothing insulation is set
as 0.5 clo, corresponding to a summer clothing; the activity level as 80 W, corresponding to a walking
activity at 0.5 m/s (ISO 7730). The results are shown in the Figure 5 where the PMV values indicate
that the threshold of heat stress (+3) when the psychological sensation could be described as very
hot [54] has been surpassed between 9:00 and 19:00. The PET values went above 41 ◦C, which is the
threshold value for “extreme heat stress” in the classification of Matzarakis A. and Mayer H. [55].
It is also noted that the highest air temperatures are reached between 14:00 and 16:00, and the most
uncomfortable hours are 15:00 and 16:00 (where the PMV values equal +5.5). These observations will
determine the simulation times, defined in the next section.
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Figure 5. Thermal comfort level on the 8th July 2016.

2.4. Tree and Street Configuration Analytical Framework

In order to figure out the optimal combinations of tree and street configurations, this paper
proposes an analytic framework (Figure 6) that will help simulate thermal comfort for a variety of
Street Configuration (SC)–Tree Configuration (TC) scenarios. The analytical framework is segmented
into two main steps:

(i) a Spatial–Temporal Comfort Diagnosis (STCD) that simulates thermal comfort for as many SC
scenarios as identified in the study area, and diagnose the problematic scenarios;

(ii) a Street Thermal Comfort Optimization (STCO) where the problematic SC scenarios are combined
with TC scenarios to determine the optimal options for pedestrian outdoor comfort.
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2.4.1. Spatial–Temporal Comfort Diagnosis (STCD)

Spatial–Temporal PET Simulations (a)

The STCD consists of simulating PET for a matrix of street AR and Orientation (Or) combinations
existing in the study area, in order to read the variations of comfort level in time (in this case from 9:00
to 19:00) and in space (at 5 points positioned in the middle of each street). PET is used here because it
its values are expressed in ◦C, which are easier to read.

Street Configurations (Or/AR) are identified in the study area with seven AR values (0.5; 1.0;
1.5; 2.0; 2.5; 3.0; and 4.0) for four approximate Orientations: North–South (N–S); East–West (E–W);
Northeast–Southwest (NE–SW), and Northwest–Southeast (NW–SE). In the (7 × 4) matrix of Or/AR
cases, four cases are non-existent in the study area, which leaves us with 24 identified combinations
(see Table 1).

Table 1. Identified Or/AR cases in the study area.

AR = 0.5 AR = 1.0 AR = 1.5 AR = 2.0 AR = 2.5 AR = 3.0 AR = 4.0

N-S l l l l # l l

EW l l l l l l #
NE-SW l l l l l # #
NW-SE l l l l l l l

l Existent; # non-existent.

To perform the STCD, RayMan Pro version 3.1 Beta (Andreas Matzarakis, Research Center Human
Biometeorology, Freiburg, Germany) is used to calculate PET for the 24 Or/AR cases. PET is calculated
on the basis of two main inputs: the 24 streets’ 3D models defined by the different Or/AR cases (see
Figure 7), and the weather datafile (Table 2). To build the street models, the default street width is set
as 10m and the heights are determined by the AR values. The five monitoring points put in the model
are named A, B, C, D, and E, positioned either in a top-down or in a left-right order depending on the
street orientation (see Figure 7). Geographic and personal data are set as described in the Section 2.3.
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Table 2. Air Temperature (Ta), wind velocity (v), and Relative Humidity (RH) datafile as RayMan
Pro input.

Date (Day.Month.Year) Time Ta (◦C) v (m/s) RH (%)

8.7.2016 9:00 33 3.3 54
8.7.2016 10:00 33 5.4 53
8.7.2016 11:00 34 3.3 50
8.7.2016 12:00 36 5.4 48
8.7.2016 13:00 36 3.3 44
8.7.2016 14:00 37 3.3 44
8.7.2016 15:00 37 3.3 43
8.7.2016 16:00 37 3.3 42
8.7.2016 17:00 36 3.3 44
8.7.2016 18:00 36 1.5 46
8.7.2016 19:00 35 1.5 49

Data source: China standard climate monitoring station No 59316 (Shantou city).

The Diagnosis (b)

The matrix of PETs (Figure 8), generated in Microsoft Excel version 15.0 (Microsoft Corporation,
Redmond, WA, USA) is a spatial–temporal classification of the PET values obtained by the
above-described calculations at each of the points A, B, C, D, E and at different times of the day
(9:00–19:00). The spatial–temporal tables are then organized by the aspect ratio and the orientation of
the streets models where the points are located. To make the matrix easy to read, the PET values have
replaced by color-values on a scale of 30 ◦C to 50 ◦C (see legend).

The matrix shows a general heat stress between 30 ◦C and 50 ◦C—which is uncomfortable [56]—
independently of the Aspect Ratio and the Orientation. This confirms the extreme thermal condition of
the simulation day. Nevertheless, it can be noticed, on the one hand, that under the same orientation,
the higher the aspect ratio is, the more the heat stress is mitigated. On the other hand, among the
four street orientations, the E–W is the hottest and the aspect ratio augmentation on such streets does
not show so much of heat stress mitigation. Globally, this observation is explained by the fact that
solar access is higher at lower aspect ratios and the sun shine duration is longer for E–W oriented
streets [57]. Through the comparison of PET values across different orientations and aspect ratios,
it can be diagnosed that under a globally uncomfortable heat stress, that E–W orientated streets are
more problematic and the lower the aspect ratio is, the hotter the street is. As often recommended in
such situations, street tree should be used to reduce the thermal discomfort on the streets.
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Next, Tree Configuration (typology and layout) will be studied taking E–W oriented streets as
reference to test the efficiency of different tree types and layouts at mitigating thermal discomfort.
Since successive aspect ratios (for E–W oriented streets) do not show very significant variations in PET
matrixes, only three AR values will be considered in building the test scenarios: AR = 0.5, AR = 1.5,
and AR = 3.
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2.4.2. Street Thermal Comfort Optimization

The STCO analysis is done in four steps including: (i) tree type sampling, (ii) Or/AR/TC scenario
design, (iii) thermal comfort simulation, (iv) output analysis and street tree guidelines.

Tree Type Sampling (i)

For the purpose of demonstrating the analytical process proposed in this paper, the tree sampling
is done on the basis of an investigation of the commonly used species as street trees in Shantou city [58].
The tree types are defined here by their heights, crown widths, canopy densities and shapes at maturity.
These parameters have been investigated and presented in Table 3.

Since the trees’ sizes are very variable depending on their age, their location, etc., in this paper,
the sampling considers the minimum dimensions at maturity to ensure that the simulated shading of
the selected species are not exaggerated.

Because the cooling effect of trees is determined merely by the proportion of shade they provide
on the ground (Leaf Area Density or Tree Area Density) [59–61], the sampling will first select the
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representative canopy densities—which are mostly three types in this case: dense, medium, and open.
For each canopy density, the available biggest minimum size at maturity is considered for an optimum
shade on the streets. Therefore, three tree species (Ti) are selected as samples: mangifera indica (T1),
Alstonia scholaris (T2), and Bombax Ceita (T3).

Table 3. Common tree species for street tree in Shantou city.

Tree Species Canopy
Density

Height at Maturity (m) Crown Width at Maturity (m)
Shape

Min–Max Average Min–Max Average

Cinnamomum burmannii dense 1.3–19 5 0.1–23.5 3.5 triangular
Aleurites moluccana dense 10–20 9 6 - spreading
Mangifera indica (T1) dense 15–23 - 10–15 10 round

Delonix regia medium 10–12 - 12–18 - T-shape
Acer x freemanii Jeffersred medium 10–45 16 9–12 11 oval

Alstonia scholaris (T2) medium 17–40 30 10 - spreading
Eucalyptus tereticornis moderate 25–50 25 7–30 16 culumnar

Prunus dulcis open 5–8 - 5–8 - vase
Bombax Ceita (T3) open 15–23 - 10–15 5 Oval

Or/AR/TC Scenario Design (ii)

The Orientation/Aspect Ratio/Tree Configuration (Or/AR/TC) scenarios are designed by
combining the four parameters in a tree-shape order. The E–W orientation (the worst orientation
defined by the STCD) is first combined with three aspect ratios (0.5; 2.5; and 3.0). The three Or/Ari
scenarios are combined with Tree Configurations—defined by the type of tree (Ti) and the interval
between the trees (di). The three sample trees are tested for di = 5 m, 10 m, and 15 m, which gives
9 tree configurations for each Or/AR case, and 27 scenarios for the all 3 Or/AR cases (see Table 4).

Table 4. Orientation-aspect ratio-tree configuration (Or/AR/TC) scenarios.

ORIENTATION (Or)
Or/ARi Or/ARi/Ti Or/ARi/Ti/di

Ari = 0.5; 1.5; 3.0 Ti = T1; T2; T3 di = 05 m; 10 m; 15 m

E–W

E–W/0.5

E–W/0.5/T1
E–W/0.5/T1/05
E–W/0.5/T1/10
E–W/0.5/T1/15

E–W/0.5/T2
E–W/0.5/T2/05
E–W/0.5/T2/10
E–W/0.5/T2/15

E–W/0.5/T3
E–W/0.5/T3/05
E–W/0.5/T3/10
E–W/0.5/T3/15

E–W/1.5

E–W/1.5/T1
E–W/1.5/T1/05
E–W/1.5/T1/10
E–W/1.5/T1/15

E–W/1.5/T2
E–W/1.5/T2/05
E–W/1.5/T2/10
E–W/1.5/T2/15

E–W/1.5/T3
E–W/1.5/T3/05
E–W/1.5/T3/10
E–W/1.5/T3/15

E–W/3.0

E–W/3.0/T1
E–W/3.0/T1/05
E–W/3.0/T1/10
E–W/3.0/T1/15

E–W/3.0/T2
E–W/3.0/T2/05
E–W/3.0/T2/10
E–W/3.0/T2/15

E–W/3.0/T3
E–W/3.0/T3/05
E–W/3.0/T3/10
E–W/3.0/T3/15
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Thermal Comfort Simulations (iii): ENVI-Met Inputs

The scenario modeling and the thermal simulations are done with Envi-met version 4.3.2
(ENVI-MET Company, Essen, Germany). Envi-met is chosen for this simulation not only for its
user-friendly interface, but also for its capacity to build 3d tree models even considering differences in
canopy shape and density and size. The scenario modeling in Envi-met necessitates the street 3d models
including the tree and monitoring points (receptors), the weather data, and human body parameters.

The street models are built according to the scenarios defined in Table 4. The typical street is set
as 20 m large and 100 m long, corresponding to the average dimensions of the streets in the study area
(Figure 1). The Figure 9 shows examples of street 3d models where trees, buildings and receptors are
included. The height of the buildings are determined by the aspect ratio (Height/width). The trees are
modeled in respect of their canopy shape, density and size. See the following figure (Figure 10) for the
models of the three types of trees (T1, T2, and T3). The receptors are placed both sides of the streets
(Figure 11), within 4 m away from the buildings and separated 10 m–12 m away from each other on
each side; for comparability among the simulation results, their positions are maintained the same for
all scenarios.

Since the purpose of the simulation is to measure the effects of tree configuration coupled with
aspect ratio and orientation, the building and soil materials are set as default and the same for all
scenarios. Thus, the variations of building and soil materials from one street to another are not included
in the model in order to ensure that they do not interfere with the measurement of the “target effects”.
Default unsealed soil is set for the ground material; concrete slab (hollow blocks) and tile roofing is set
as default materials for all buildings.
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The meteorological conditions comprise the wind speed, the wind direction, the roughness length
at measurement site, the initial temperature of atmosphere (T), the specific humidity at 2500 m and the
relative humidity (q). The wind speed is set as 3.3 m/s (calculated average from the meteorological
data in Table 2. The wind direction is set as 244.5◦ from north (calculated average from the wind
direction data presented in Table 5.

Table 5. Wind direction data between 0:00 and 23:00.

Time (h:mm) 0:00 1:00 2:00 3:00 4:00 5:00 6:00 7:00 8:00 9:00 10:00 11:00

wind direction (◦) 219 213 261 276 282 287 286 273 75 288 293 289
Time (h:mm) 12:00 13:00 14:00 15:00 16:00 17:00 18:00 19:00 20:00 21:00 22:00 23:00

wind direction (◦) 290 290 284 148 299 298 270 100 250 212 213 172

Data source: China standard climate monitoring station No 59316 (Shantou city).

Complementary to the wind speed, the roughness length defines the surface roughness at the
location, where the wind speed was measured [62]; here, the roughness length is set as default in
Envi-met (0.01), corresponding to the roughness of a typical urban area. The Envi-met default value is
also used for the specific humidity at 2500 m (7.0 g/kg). For the temperature and the relative humidity
(rH), simple forcing is used by inputting the temperature and relative humidity data—from 00:00 to
23:00—retrieved from the station No 59316 on the 8 July 2016 (see Figure 12).
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For the calculation of PMV, Human body parameters (age, gender, weight, height and surface
area) are needed along with clothing insulation and metabolic rate. These parameters are set as
described earlier in Section 2.3. The work metabolism is calculated as 80.21 W (for the Envi-met default
walk speed of 1.21 m/s). The basal metabolism rate is 84.49 W, which gives a total metabolic rate of
164.70 W (=86.32 W/m2).

Output Analysis and Street Tree Guidelines (iv)

The simulations outputs (temperature, wind speed, and PMV) of the various scenarios will be
on the one hand compared with the outputs of the reference scenarios where no tree is included in
the model to show the relative effects of the street trees. On the other hand, the outputs of different
scenarios will be compared with each other to determine the optimal cases.

In the next section, the outputs will be analyzed at 15:00—the hottest moment of the day, and
at 1.5 m height. Air temperature and wind speed variations according to different scenarios will
be analyzed; the PMV computed for 17 receptors (included in the models), through a “stage by
stage” comparison, will help select the optimal tree configuration (tree type and layout distance).
Heat Mitigation Rate (HMR) will be evaluated to see the contribution of the optimal vegetation
configuration to the overall thermal comfort.

3. Results

The results analysis consists of comparing the simulation maps as follow: under a given AR,
the effects of three sample trees (T1, T2, T3) on the wind speed and the air temperature are compared.
For each sample tree the variation of the effects according to the trees interval (d) is also analyzed.
Furthermore, the PMV values computed for each scenarios will be compared to identify the effects of
each tree configuration parameter on heat mitigation.

3.1. Wind Speed

The wind speed maps (Figure 13) globally show that the ventilation in the street increases
as the AR increases; this is noticeable for the reference maps (Ref. AR = 0.5, Ref. AR = 1.5, and
Ref. AR = 3.0) as for the scenarios. Take T1 scenarios with d = 5 for instance, when the AR is 0.5
(scenario E–W/0.5/T1/05), the wind speed in the middle of the street ranges between 0.50 m/s and
1.00 m/s; when the AR is 1.5 (scenario E–W/1.5/T1/05), the wind speed in the same area increases
between 1.25 m/s and 2.00 m/s and when the AR is 3.0 (scenario E–W/3.0/T1/05), it neatly goes
beyond 1.75 m/s.

The comparison between the reference wind speed maps and the scenario wind speed
maps—when T1, T2 and T3 are included—show that street trees influence the wind speed. In general,
the trees have a decreasing effect on the average wind speed—likely because of the obstacle that the
tree canopies constitute. Nevertheless, some local differences are also noticeable in terms of effects
that the trees have on the street ventilation, especially at the “wind inlet”, depending on the AR. Here,
the simulations are run with south-west winds and the streets are east–west oriented; the wind inlet
is thus at the western opening of the street models. At the wind inlets, the ventilation is increased
when the AR = 0.5—the trees (15 m–17 m) are higher than the buildings (10 m)—and the area covered
by wind speeds above 2.00 m/s is more important than in the reference models where there is no
tree. The opposite effect is observable when the AR = 3.0—the trees (15 m–17 m) are lower than the
buildings (60 m): the area covered by wind speeds above 2.00 m/s is less than in the reference model.

It is also observable that T1 (with higher canopy density) provides a better ventilation under
the canopy (at 1.5 m height, in this case) than T2 and T3 (medium and open canopy densities); but
comparing the wind speed maps of scenarios with the same AR and tree, it is observable that the
interval between the trees does not significantly influence the wind speed.
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Figure 13. Wind speed maps at 1.5 m, comparing reference models and scenarios.

3.2. Air Temperature

The air temperature map (Figure 14), either by comparing the reference maps with different
aspect ratios or by comparing scenarios with the same tree configuration but different aspect ratios,
confirms the observation that higher AR have a heat mitigation effect at pedestrian level (the same
observation has been made in the STCD analysis). For instance, the global temperature of the scenario
E–W/0.5/T1/05 (AR = 0.5) is higher than that of the scenario E–W/1.5/T1/05 (AR = 1.5) which is also
higher than that of the scenario E–W/3.0/T1/05 (AR = 3.0).
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Besides, the comparison between the reference maps and the scenario maps under the same
AR, globally confirms the cooling effect that tree has on the air temperature at pedestrian level.
But specifically, different tree configurations have different levels of heat mitigation effect; in all cases,
T1 has a better effect than T2 and T2 also has a better effect than T3. This steady increase of cooling
effect of the trees—form T1 to T2 and T3—is likely due to the canopy density, which also follows a
likewise decrease from T1 to T2 and T3 while the sizes of the three sample trees does not represent
that much of a difference. Remembering, that the canopy is dense for T1, medium for T2 and open
for T3, one can deduce that the denser the tree canopy is, the lower the air temperature at pedestrian
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level is. But one can also observe that the interval between the trees influence the effect of the trees on
the air temperature. Globally, the air temperature increases as the interval increases, which implies
that the cooling effect of the street trees are higher when the trees are closer. This observation might
be explained by the sky view factor [63–67] on the streets which increases as the interval between the
trees increases, allowing more solar access on the street.

3.3. Predicted Mean Vote

Based on the previous analysis of wind speed air temperature maps, one can expect that T1 would
have a better effect on thermal comfort which would be steadily increased as the trees are displayed at
smaller intervals and furthered by higher aspect ratios. This could be confirmed through the quantitative
analysis of the physiological sensation of thermal comfort at the receptor points using PMV data.

The PMV computed for the 17 receptors input in the simulation models are compared stage by
stage, to quantify the physiological sensation of thermal comfort in different cases and detect the
optimum tree configurations. First, are compared the effects of T1, T2 and T3 when planted at the
same interval, under the same aspect ratio to detect the optimum tree type. Then, the effect of the
optimum tree type is measured when planted at different intervals under the same aspect ratio; this
second stage of comparison will help detect which interval is appropriate for an optimum comfort.
Third, the heat mitigation rate of the optimum tree configuration (type and interval)—evaluated by
percentage decrease of PMV—is analyzed under different aspect ratios.

The following radar chart (Figure 15) present the PMV values calculated for at the 17 receptors
when AR = 0.5. PMV is compared for T1, T2 and T3 when di = 5 m (a), when di = 10 m (b) and when
di = 15 m (c). The three charts show that scenarios with T1 always have lower PMV values regardless
of the interval. The same conclusion can be drawn when the same comparison is made changing the
AR (see Figure 16 when AR = 1.5 and Figure 17 when AR = 3.0).
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Next, the effects of T1 at different intervals are compared. As shown in Figure 18, one can globally
observe that the closer the trees are, the lower the PMV gets (which means cooler temperatures
are obtained under the canopies). Precisely, one can notice that the change of interval from d15
(di > crown width) to d10 (di = crown width) has a relatively significant impact on the heat mitigation,
but a change from d10 to d5 (di < crown width) does not further the heat mitigation significantly.
This observation which is confirmed even when the AR changes (see Figure 18a when the AR = 0.5,
Figure 18b when AR = 1.5 and Figure 18c when AR = 3.0) can lead to deduce that the street trees have
an optimum effect when they are planted at an interval equivalent to their crown width. Closer than
that they have a slightly more but not that important of an effect. Furthermore, it is also shown that
when the AR is higher, the PMV values are lower due to the influence that high aspect ratios have on
the air temperature as described in Section 3.2. Based on this two-fold correlation of thermal comfort
with both AR and trees interval, one can conclude that the T1 planted at 5 m intervals has the best
effect when the aspect ratio is 3.0, which makes E–W/3.0/T1/05 the best heat-mitigating scenario, but
because T1 has close to that same efficiency when planted at 10 m intervals, it can be considered more
economic; E–W/3.0/T1/10 can thus be considered as the optimum scenario.
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3.4. Heat Mitigation Rate (HMR)

Even though T1/10 is considered as an optimum tree configuration because of the combined
effects of the tree and the aspect ratio, this conclusion does not tell the exact share of contribution of
T1/10 in each AR case. To measure that, here is introduced the Heat Mitigation Rate (σ), estimated by
calculating the percentage decrease of PMV between the reference models and the scenarios under the
same AR (see the following Equation (1)).
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σref−sc =
(PMVreference − PMVscenario)

PMVreference
× 100. (1)

Since no tree is included in the reference models, the percentage decrease of PMV reflects
exclusively the effect of the tree. The HMRs estimated for T1/d10 and presented in the following
chart (Figure 19) globally show two different situations: one from the wind-inlet to the middle of the
streets (from R1 to R9) and the other from the middle to the wind-outlet of the streets (from R10 to
R17). Close to the wind-inlet, the optimum tree configuration has a higher mitigation rate in the south
(even-numbered receptors) when the aspect ratio is low (AR = 0.5), while the same tree configuration
has a better effect in the north (odd-numbered receptors) when the aspect ratio is medium (AR = 1.5)
or high (AR = 3.0). From the middle to the wind-outlet of street, the optimum tree configuration has a
neatly better HMR when the aspect ratio is medium. On the one hand, this can be explained by the
correlation between the aspect ratio, the sky view factor and the solar access. Indeed, the lower the
aspect ratio is, the higher the sky view factor is and the greater the solar access is, inducing more heat
stress in the street [67]. Besides, the wind speed is lower in a street of a low AR than in a street of a
higher AR. In such an unfavorable condition of a low AR (in this case AR = 0.5), even the optimum
tree configuration has a better heat mitigation contribution when the AR is medium (1.5) or high (3.0).
Nevertheless, when the AR is high, the default contribution of the buildings to the heat mitigation
(less solar access and more wind speed) is so important, that the effect of the trees are not as significant
as in a medium AR case. In consequence, T1/10 has a higher heat mitigation rate in a street when
the AR is medium (1.5 in this case); but E–W/3.0/T1/10 is still considered as the optimum scenario
(Figure 20) because of the overall and comprehensive comfort level provided by the buildings and the
tree. This helps understand that even an optimum tree configuration has different heat mitigation rates
in different street configurations cases, and definitely, both parameters (tree configuration and street
configuration) are complementary for a better heat mitigation at pedestrian level, especially under
extreme thermal conditions in summer.
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Figure 19. Heat mitigation rate of T1/d10 in different AR cases.
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Figure 20. PMV values of P1/d10 in different AR cases.
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3.5. Summary and Discussions

The street orientation, the aspect ratio, the canopy density density of trees and the interval
between the trees are the four street design related parameters analysed in this study. As resulting
from the STCD analysis, the orientation appears to be have an important influence on thermal comfort,
which comfirms the observation of many other studies [68–72]. The east–west oriented streets are
observed as the most uncomfortable cases while the north-south orientation is the least problematic,
which observation aligns itself with the majority of previous studies carried out on the effect of street
orientation and explained by the prolonged period of solar exposure during summer. [22,73,74]. Here,
the same observation as many other studies is made, showing the aspect ratio as a determinant
parameter in street thermal comfort [73,75–79]; the higher it is the lower the temperature in the street
canyon is at summer time. Nevertheless, the STCD analysis, besides the common observations, has
shown a limit to the influence of aspect ratio and orientation. When the natural climatic conditions are
very hot (PMV values in this case are above +3 between 8:00 and 19:00), the effect of street orientation
and the aspect ratio are far from enough to provide thermal comfort at pedestrian level.

The canopy density and the layout interval are the two tree configuration parameters considered
in this study. The canopy density, what is expressed in other studies as the Leaf area Index (LAI) is
shown as very important parameter determining the cooling effect of trees. Montague and Kjelgren
defined the LAI as “a dimensionless value of the leaf area per unit of ground area” [60]. Here, the tree
sample with a dense canopy (T1) has a better cooling effect than those with a medium (T2) or an
open canopy (T3). This variance in the effect is due to the lower level of radiant heat and lower
amount of terrestial radiation beneath the canopy when the canopy density is higher [59,61]. But more
importantly, The STCO analysis has contributed by showing that the interval of layout does not
make any important difference in the variation of the wind speed, but significantly influences the air
temperature in the street and consequently the efficiency of street trees. Actually, the cooling effect
of trees at pedestrian level is observed as optimum when the interval between the trees equals their
crown width.

The main contribution of this paper resides in examining the combined behaviors of all the above
mentioned parameters. The results show that even though the effects of the individual parameters
are comfirmed, the effect of their combination on reducing heat stress is not as linear as expected.
For instance, a higher canopy density and a higher aspect ratio are each expected to reduce heat stress
but when combined, even the tree with higher canopy density planted at the optimal interval has the
highest heat mitigation rate on medium-aspect-ratio streets (AR = 1.5) but a higher aspect ratio does
not reduce much of the overall heat sensation.

For urban practitioners, this conclusion could means that tree configuration is complementary to
street configuration and vice-versa as thermal comfort at pedestrian level is concerned. Not only the
tree type (especially the canopy density) and the layout have to be selected carefully, but the street
aspect ratio should also be adjusted (when possible) in order to obtain the best possible street thermal
comfort. To that end, the analytical framework proposed by this paper can be applied to any other
study area. At a planning stage, the framework can also be used to test the efficiency of any species
intended for street planting.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, street tree configuration—defined by the tree type and the tree layout—is studied in
terms of the effects they have on heat mitigation at pedestrian level (1.5 m–1.75 m) when combined
with various street configuration—defined by the orientation and the aspect ratio. In order to detect
which tree type and layout is optimal for heat mitigation in extreme summer conditions, even in
the worst street configuration case, an analytical framework is proposed, composed of two main
parts: a Spatial–Temporal Comfort Diagnosis—intended to identify the street configurations the least
favorable for thermal comfort—and a Street Thermal Comfort Optimization—where different tree
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configurations are tested with the least favorable street configurations to evaluate their contributions
to heat mitigation.

The analytical framework is applied to a historical site named Xiaogongyuan, the “small park”
in Shantou city, China. The STCD—which estimated the Psychologically Equivalent Temperature
between 9:00 and 19:00 for the 24 combinations of aspect ratio and orientation identified in the study
area—demonstrated that, under an extreme summer condition, the heat stress is uncomfortable in all
cases regardless of the streets’ orientations and the aspect ratios and that the east–west oriented streets
are the most uncomfortable cases.

When the east–west orientation is considered with three aspect ratios (AR = 0.5, AR = 1.5 and
AR = 3.0) and combined with 9 sample tree configurations (mainly defined by the canopy density and
the interval of layout), the STCO analysis confirms the importance of canopy density in the cooling
effect of trees. The STCO analysis also shows that the interval of layout influences significantly the
efficiency of street tree. Actually, the effect of trees on the thermal comfort at pedestrian level is
optimum when the interval between the trees equals their crown width (10 m in this case); when
the trees are more distant than that, the street gets hotter, and when they are closer than that, the
improvement of thermal comfort is not significant.

The Heat Mitigation Rate estimated for the optimum tree configuration (T1/d10), when applied
to different aspect ratios, shows that street tree configuration—even the optimum one—can have a
higher of a lower efficiency in terms of contribution to heat mitigation depending on the aspect ratio of
the street they are planted on.

In the case of “small park” regarding the conclusions of the STCO, mangifera indica (T1) is
recommended as street tree among the common tree species and should be planted with 10 m intervals.
Other species could be used also, but should meet the requirement of a high canopy density and the
interval of layout should not be more than the crown width. The future planning schemes of the
area, should also consider increasing the building height on streets with low aspect ratios; ideally,
a minimum AR of 1.5 is recommended especially on east–west oriented streets.

Since the analytical model has been tested with the east–west orientation, these specifications
are more imperative for eat-west oriented street but considering that, as shown in the STCD analysis,
the east–west orientation is the least favorable in terms of default thermal conditions, the optimum
tree and street configurations recommended in this case are potentially efficient for other orientations
(NE-SW, NW-SE, and NS). Nevertheless, the analytical model, as demonstrated, can be applied to
other orientations and aspect ratios (even asymmetrical cases) for any specific case studies. Here it has
been observed that the street tree can have a higher Heat Mitigation Rate more on one side of the street
than the other depending on the aspect ratio and the street orientation in relation to the dominant
wind direction. The one-side or axial tree planting can be added as a parameter to the scenario design
to compare the effects of other tree layouts as well.
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